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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING: 15th May 

 
 

MEETING OPENED:  8.00 pm. 

 

Vale: Charlie Borg 

 
 

PRESENT: Phil Murphy, President, David Gordon, Secretary, Paul Vassallo , Dave Tomkinson , Mark 

Jeffrey , Alan Brown , Nick Kaparos , Tony Vaminakis  & Anthony Agius 

 
 

APOLOGIES: Sam Sultana, Steve Shears 

 

 

 

 
 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 

 

• President spoke on the new truck and advised the committee that all Pink, Brown and Green slips all 

complete and paid for truck ready to go on the road and will be picked up on Wednesday, Catherine 

from Budget Green slips was a great help, the old Mitsubishi is still un sold at this stage the highest 

bidder comes in around 15k, committee decided to sell if for what we can get for it. 

• Alan Brown advised the committee that Fairfield Showground could be a suitable venue for the 

derbies and presentation at a cost of $10 per member at start of season to cover the $960 room hire, 

committee asked Federation Secretary to call both Fairfield and Guildford to see what the best deals 

we can get. 

• President advised that no CCF flyers are allowed to liberate birds with the race truck or face 

sanctions from the Federation, After lengthy discussion it was also moved that no members are 

allowed to liberate with the toss birds either that get liberated half hour after race birds for various 

reasons that include, Undercutting and taking Business off the Federation , Having too many vehicles 

on properties risking us being asked to leave , and also not all liberation points are suitable for 

multiple liberation vehicles. 

• Secretary read out Email from Nick Doyle in regard to him being cancelled membership from Dural 

club, In his Email he demanded to be reinstated as a member of Dural club and wanted the 2 teams in 

the club revoked and threatened legal action if no action was taken, the committee agreed that this is 

a club matter reference rule 10.2a. 

• Anthony Agius spoke on the Young bird point score and encouraged that every club puts every flyers 

first bird down In the results each week so a fair point score could be run. 

• Anthony also spoke on putting every clubs point score on race net along with the Federation and 

Section, Secretary said he will look into it. 

• Secretary advised that it will be a 20 bird limit whole season. 

• Secretary also advised if anyone wants to use the CCF text message system for anything they want to 

advertise they are welcome but they will get invoiced $20 

• Dave Tomkinson spoke on the number of flyers in each club needed to basket, he asked about the 6 

flyers rule only applying to combines, the committee assured that the rule will be in effect for all 



races as the federation point score is in play and counts as a Federation race each week and all clubs 

must have at least 6 flyers to basket in own club.  

 

 

No further business, Meeting Closed 9:09pm 

Next Meeting – Monday 5th June 2023 

David Gordon 

Federation Secretary 

 

 
 

 


